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We are OneGate Media. 
From Hamburg. 
For Germany, Europe 
and the world. Welcome all! It is an absolute pleasure to introduce you 

to OneGate Media.

Our new name, OneGate, is a reference to our roots in Hamburg, the city known as 
Germany’s ‘Gate to the World’. For over 60 years our mission has been to engage with 
our clients in outstanding film and television content distribution. With this change, 
we want to underline our track record in successfully marketing high-quality content 
across Crime, Feel Good, Family & Kids, and Blue Chip Documentaries. 

The MIP 2022 slate covers thrilling crime series Lost in Fuseta, the latest TV ratings 
winner on ARD, and new episodes of Baltic Crimes, which is already a ratings  
success in multiple markets. Our shows include Germany’s beloved family drama  
series Simply Nora, which has a market share of 18.6% with more to come. It also  
includes The Peppercorns, which, with 18 seasons to date, is the longest running and 
most popular live-action children’s series on German TV. New in our slate is the show 
SOS: Save Our Species featuring breath-taking images of our earth. 

We are proud to share our new catalogue of award-winning films and series with you. 
Enjoy exploring! 

Tania Reichert-Facilides, Managing Director, OneGate Media

Welcome to  
OneGate Media



© Neue Bioskop Television/Foto Hendrik Heiden

German Crime 
Story: Deadlock

Based on a shocking true crime that made na-
tional headlines in 1992, this prestigious drama 
serves up a powerful psychological snapshot of 
a killer and a cop battling it out in Hamburg.  
A mysterious kidnapping case leads the police 
to master furrier, Raik Doormann. After finding 
hidden messages left behind by previous vic-
tims, Detective Langenbeck starts to suspect 
that they may be dealing with none other than 
the city’s notorious acid bath killer. Single-hand-
edly she launches an undercover investigation 
and it’s not long before Doorman’s intricate 
web of lies and deceit starts to unravel...

CAST: 
Oliver Masucci, Angelina Häntsch, Sylvester 
Groth, Nikola Kastner, Sebastian Schwarz, 
Nina Gnädig, among others

6 x 45′6 x 45′ 3 x 90′

FICTION | TRUE CRIME
Featuring Oliver Masucci from Dark and 
Fantastic Beasts: The Secrets of Dumbledore

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022
Producer:  Neue Bioskop 

Television
Partner: Amazon

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/Gefesselt-Deadlock_Trailer_enUT.mp4


REEPERBAHN – 
Special Unit 65   
Season 1

REEPERBAHN – Special Unit 65 is a US-style 
cop show about Germany’s first-ever police unit 
to fight organized crime. The story takes place 
in the 1980s in Hamburg’s notorious red-light-
district, coined „the planet’s most sinful mile“. It 
combines fictional scenes and archive to depict 
the battle between good and evil through a 
heady mix of love, murder, drugs, and power. 

CREATORS: 
Georg Tschurtschenthaler, Christian Beetz

5 x 45′ 1 x 90′ Special

From the Emmy® nominated  
gebrueder beetz filmproduktionFACTUAL | TRUE CRIME
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© Polizeimuseum Hamburg © gebruederbeetzfilmproduktion

Country: Germany
Language: German, English
Year of Production: 2022
Producer:  gebrueder beetz 

filmproduktion 
Broadcaster:  NDR, SWR, WDR, 

RBB for ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/Reeperbahn_Trailer_enUT.mp4
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Based on the bestselling book 
by Grimme Award winner  
Holger Karsten Schmidt

Up to 18.3 % market share Lost in Fuseta

High-functioning autist, Detective Leander 
Lost, is transferred to the  Portuguese fishing 
village of Fuseta as part of a European ex-
change programme. There, he teams up with 
two local police officers to investigate a mur-
der. Little do they know that they will soon be 
entangled in an explosive web of corruption 
centring on the local water supply.

CAST: 
Jan Krauter, Eva Meckbach,  
Daniel Christensen, Filipa Areosa,  
Adriano Carvalho, Anton Weil,  
José Fidalgo, Inês Lucas, among others

2 x 90′ 4 x 45′

FICTION | CRIME

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022
Producer: FFP New Media
Broadcaster: ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/Lost in Fuerta V03.mp4


Dark Rivers

After a cop from Berlin testifies against the 
head of a powerful gang, she is forced to start 
a new life with her daughter in Passau. The 
witness protection scheme gives them a new 
job and a new identity. When their secret goes 
public, they find themselves fighting for their 
lives, surviving only with the help of a private 
investigator. 

CAST: 
Marie Leuenberger, Michael Ostrowski, Nadja 
Sabersky, Bettina Mittendorfer, Stefan Rudolf, 
Alexander Gaida, among others

6 x 90′

FICTION | CRIME
Up to 20.6 % market share 
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (2 episodes)
Producer:  Hager Moss Film
Broadcaster: ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/DarkRivers_Trailer_enUT.mp4


FICTION | CRIME

Baltic Crimes

Karin Lossow is a former district attorney, Julia 
Thiel is a Detective Chief Superintendent.  
Together, the mother-and-daughter team in-
vestigates crimes on the Baltic island of  
Usedom. But their relationship is strained:  
Karin murdered Julia’s father in a crime of  
passion some years earlier…

CAST: 
Katrin Sass, Rikke Lylloff, Lisa Maria Potthoff, 
Peter Schneider, Emma Bading, Max Hopp, 
Merab Ninidze, among others

19 x 90′

Licensed to more than 
50 countries, including USA, 
France, UK, Japan and Spain
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (3 episodes) 
Producer:  Polyphon, Razor  

Film Produktion
Broadcaster: ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/BalticCrimes_Trailer_enUT.mp4


Inspector 
Borowski

Police investigator Klaus Borowski is a man of 
few words, and a born loner. But his colleagues 
and superiors know he’s an asset to the squad. 
They can always depend on him to turn up 
where he’s most needed – and least expected. 

CAST: 
Axel Milberg, Sibel Kekilli, Almila Bagriacik, 
Thomas Kügel, Anja Antonowicz,  
Lars Eidinger, among others

41 x 90′

FICTION | CRIME
Starring Sibel Kekilli known 
from Game of Thrones 

Up to 29.8 % market share
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 episode)
Producer: NDR, Nordfilm
Broadcaster: NDR/ARD



Lindholm & 
Schmitz

Detective Charlotte Lindholm is out to prove  
herself after being transferred to a new police 
HQ, where she soon clashes with the equally 
driven police superintendent, Anaïs Schmitz. 
Can the two set aside their differences and 
work together to combat crime? 

CAST: 
Maria Furtwängler, Florence Kasumba,  
Daniel Donskoy, Luc Feit, Roland Wolf,  
Jonas Minthe, among others

4 x 90′

Featuring Florence Kasumba from Marvel blockbusters  
Black Panther, Avengers: Infinity War & Wonder Woman

Up to 26.5 % market share and No. 1 in core target group  
aged 14–49

FICTION | CRIME
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 episode) 
Producer: NDR, Nordfilm
Broadcaster: NDR/ARD



FICTION | CRIME

3 x 90′

Harbour 
Crimes

Colleagues tend to be intimidated by crime lab 
whizz, Linda Selb, but she quickly warms to the 
homicide squad’s new recruits, mysterious 
Mads Andersen and ambitious Liv Moormann. 
The trio joins forces to tackle tricky crimes. 

CAST: 
Dar Salim, Jasna Fritzi Bauer, 
Luise Wolfram, Christian Aumer, 
Rona Özkan, among others

Featuring Dar Salim from  
Game of Thrones and Borgen
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FICTION | CRIME
Up to 29.0 % market share
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Officer Falke

Growing up in a rough Hamburg suburb, Fed-
eral Police Officer Thorsten Falke decided ear-
ly on to dedicate his life to law and order. As a 
cop, he has made fighting crime a personal 
priority. Falke understands the laws that gov-
ern the city’s mean streets, and often uses the 
knowledge he gleaned in his youth to help 
him with his investigations.

CAST: 
Wotan Wilke Möhring, Franziska Weisz,  
Petra Schmidt-Schaller, Sebastian Schipper, 
among others

17 x 90′

Country: Germany
Language:  German
Year of Production:  2022 (2 episodes)
Producer:  Bremedia  
 Produktion
Broadcaster:  Radio Bremen/ARD

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (2 episodes)
Producer: Wüste Medien
Broadcaster: NDR/ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/HarbourCrimes_Trailer_enUT.mp4
https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/InspectorFalke_Trailer_enUT.mp4


FICTION | CRIME

Bukow & König

Alexander Bukow is a cop with a shady past 
who is more than willing to work on the fringes 
of the law. His partner, criminal profiler Katrin 
König, has a sharp mind and a forthright atti-
tude. Together, they fight crimes and solve 
murders in the northern town of Rostock. 

CAST: 
Anneke Kim Sarnau, Charly Hübner,  
Andreas Günther, Josef Heynert,  
Uwe Preuss, among others

24 x 90′

Up to 24.5 % market share 
FICTION | CRIME

Up to 8.19 million viewers and  
market share up to 26,3 %

Böwe & König

Detective Melly Böwe has just been appointed 
following the resignation of her predecessor, 
Alexander Bukow. However, the new season of 
the crime series set in Rostock doesn’t pair her 
up with König from the word go: she’s initially 
drafted in from Bochum to head a single inves-
tigation before opting to relocate. The two 
women don’t hit it off straight away. But de-
spite their differences, they work well together, 
and soon develop a lot of mutual respect.

CAST: 
Anneke Kim Sarnau, Lina Beckmann,  
Andreas Guenther, Josef Heynert, Uwe Preuss, 
among others

1 x 90′
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 episode)
Producer: filmpool Fiction
Broadcaster: NDR/ARD

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 episode)
Producer: filmpool fiction
Broadcaster: NDR/ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/BukowUndKoenig_Trailer_enUT.mp4


FICTION | CRIME

Detective 
Hartwig Seeler

After his wife is killed in an accident, Hartwig 
Seeler leaves the police force and spirals into 
depression. In an attempt to take up where he 
left off, he reinvents himself as a private detec-
tive. He specializes in missing person cases. 
His first job takes him to Croatia, and then – 
plagued by visions of his dead wife – on a jour-
ney into the darkest recesses of his subscon-
scious mind. One question keeps tormenting 
him: was it really an accident – or was it suicide? 

CAST: 
Matthias Koeberlin, Lasse Myhr,  
Dagny Dewath, among others

3 x 90′

Up to 20.1 % market share 

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 episode) 
Producer: Hager Moss Film
Broadcaster: ARD



Wolfsland

Wolfsland is the story of two police detectives 
on the run from the past. Viola Delbrück is 
fleeing her husband, her parents and her old 
life in Hamburg, looking for a fresh start in Ger-
many’s easternmost city. 

Meanwhile, Burkhard Schulz is a loner: an ad-
venture-seeker with an aversion to change. 
Known to all as “Butch”, his checkered past is 
packed with lost loves and crushed hopes. The 
two of them are like chalk and cheese. 

CAST: 
Yvonne Catterfeld, Götz Schubert,  
Andreas Schmidt, Stephan Grossmann,  
Jan Dose, among others

11 x 90′

FICTION | CRIME
Up to 20.2 % market share 
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Country: Germany
Language German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 episode) 
Producer:  Molina Film
Broadcaster: ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/Wolfsland_Trailer_enUT.mp4


Market share of 18.6% and a  
catch-up of 12.8 Mio viewers

German TV Award for  
both leading actors

FICTION | CRIME

Marnow  
Murders

East Germany is sweltering during one of the 
hottest summers on record. Family man, Frank 
Elling, and aloof Lona Mendt are on the trail of 
a serial killer who seems to pick his victims at 
random. But the two detectives have some 
powerful enemies who are keen to stop them 
from finding out the truth. The closer the pair 
gets to solving the case, the more obstacles 
are placed in their path.

CAST: 
Petra-Schmidt Schaller, Sascha Alexander 
Geršak, Anton Rubtsov, Jörg Schüttauf,
Anne Schäfer, among others

4 x 90′ 8 x 45′
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2020
Producer:  Polyphon,  

made in munich
Broadcaster: ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/MarnowMurders_Trailer_enUT.mp4


FICTION | LIGHT CRIME

Miss Undertaker
(Jane Doe)

When the body of Jane Doe is delivered to the 
Taubenbaum Funeral Home, Lisa starts to sus-
pect foul play – especially when local landow- 
ner Mr. Dörr is found dead in the boot of the 
woman’s car. Could an ongoing dispute about 
land rights have something to do with their 
deaths, and is the local town council involved? 

CAST: 
Anna Fischer, Christoph Letkowski,  
Hartmut Volle, Frederik Bott, among others

1 x 90′

FICTION | LIGHT CRIME

Miss Undertaker
(Death Settles All Debts)

Lisa Taubenbaum takes over the family funeral 
home after a car crash leaves her mother dead 
and her father in a wheelchair. When two local 
citizens die within hours of each other, Lisa 
starts to suspect that there is more to their 
deaths than meets the eye. 

CAST: 
Anna Fischer, Christoph Letkowski,  
Hartmut Volle, Frederik Bott, among others

1 x 90′

Starring Grimme Award  
winner Anna Fischer

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2021
Producer: die film gmbh
Broadcaster: ARD 

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2019
Producer:  die film gmbh
Broadcaster: ARD



8.65 million viewers on average 
and a market share of 27.0 % FICTION | LIGHT CRIME

North by 
Northwest

Former city policeman Hauke Jacobs wants  
to start over as a veterinarian in the sleepy  
seaside town of Schwanitz – but mysterious 
crimes in the local area keep scuppering his 
plans. Much to the delight of hard-bitten  
policewoman, Lona Vogt, and Jacobs’ recep-
tionist, Jule Christiansen. With her flair for 
criminal investigations, Jule would love to 
drop her daily chores and fight crime instead.

CAST: 
Hinnerk Schönemann, Jana Klinge,  
Marleen Lohse, Peter Prager, Henny Reents, 
Cem-Ali Gültekin, among others

18 x 90′
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (3 episodes)
Producer:  Aspekt Telefilm,  

triple pictures
Broadcaster: ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/NorthByNorthwest_Trailer_enUT.mp4


FICTION | LIGHT CRIME
Winner – Golden Camera  

Audience Award

Cops & 
Companions

Good cops don’t just solve crimes, they’re also 
great companions. Meet the Hamburg police 
unit that keeps the city streets clean – and has 
a big heart for the little guy.

CAST: 
Maria Ketikidou, Saskia Fischer,  
Wanda Perdelwitz, Sven Fricke,  
Patrick Abozen, Torsten Münchow,  
Jan Fedder, among others

34 Seasons x 13 x 52′

TV Movie 90′
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 season)
Producer:  Studio Hamburg,  

Letterbox 
Broadcaster: NDR/ARD



FICTION | LIGHT CRIME

Murder in  
the North

Sometimes someone ends up in the wrong 
place at the wrong time – and makes a bad  
decision that turns their life upside down. As in 
this Northern German police procedural head-
ed by Lübeck’s homicide police investigators, 
Finn Kiesewetter and Lars Englen. Their latest 
crop of cases centres on crimes from all walks 
of life.

CAST: 
Sven Martinek, Ingo Naujoks, Julia E. Lenska, 
Anjorka Strechel, Marie Luise Schramm,  
Veit Stübner, among others

8 Seasons x 16 x 50′
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FICTION | LIGHT CRIME

WaPo Berlin

Jasmin Sayed heads the water police division 
in Berlin, known as WaPo for short. Aided by a 
crew of diverse but dedicated colleagues – and 
one highly trained dog – Jasmin and her team 
work together closely to keep the German  
capital on an even keel.

CAST: 
Sesede Terziyan, Sarina Radomski,  
Christoph Grunert, Hassan Akkouch,  
Melina Borcherding, Marion Kracht,  
among others

24 x 50′

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 season)
Producer:  ndF, Degeto
Broadcaster: ARD

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (8 episodes) 
Producer: Saxonia Media
Broadcaster: ARD 

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/MurderInTheNorth_Trailer_enUT.mp4
https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/WapoBerlin_Trailer_enUT.mp4
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FICTION | LEGAL CRIME

Justice for All

Hamburg lawyers Isa von Brede and Markus 
Gellert are working flat out to restructure 
their firm. Isa’s mother, Marion von Brede, has 
moved in with her on a whim, and is busy 
making herself “useful” at home – and in the 
office. Charlene Runge, aka Charlie – no 
stranger to legal issues herself – joins the firm 
as a new assistant. The lawyers desperately 
need new recruits, as their previous assistant, 
Yasmin, is leaving to complete her law de-
gree. 

CAST: 
Sabine Postel, Herbert Knaup, Sophie Dal,  
Katrin Pollitt, Josef Heynert, Oliver Wnuk, 
among others

5 Seasons x 13 x 50′

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 season)
Producer:  Letterbox  

Filmproduktion
Broadcaster: ARD



FICITION | LEGAL CRIME

Berlin Legal

Germany’s leading media lawyer, Leo Roth, rep-
resents clients from the competing worlds of 
politics and showbiz. From her base in Berlin, 
she works tirelessly for the truth – and soon 
finds herself caught up in a treacherous web of 
political and private intrigues.

CAST: 
Lavinia Wilson, Maryam Zaree, Niels Bor-
mann, Aaron Altaras, Michaela Kaspar, Stefan 
Kurt, Annika Kuhl, among others

8 x 45′

From the producers of  
Ku’Damm 56–63 &  

Deutschland 83–89

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2021
Producer:  UFA Fiction
Broadcaster: ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/BerlinLegal_Trailer_enUT.mp4


GENRE

My Husband’s 
Wife

When a businessman has a stroke and dies 
suddenly, two women turn up, claiming to be 
his wife. The competing spouses are forced to 
team up and unite their two families, planting 
the seeds of a unique friendship as they battle 
to keep their husband ś business afloat.  
United in grief, each gets to know the “other 
wife”. Soon, they are sharing their innermost 
secrets.

CAST: 
Kristo Salminen, Pirjo Lonka, Bruno Baer,  
Sara Soulié, Ella Kangas, among others

8 x 45′

 YLE’s Highlight series 
Winter 2021/22 FICTION | DRAMA

Country: Finland
Language: Finnish, Estonian
Year of Production: 2021
Producer: Lucy Loves Drama
Broadcaster: YLE

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/MyHusbandsWife_Trailer_enUT.mp4


Simply Nora 
The Seaside Doctor

Nora Kaminski, erstwhile ship’s doctor, has re-
luctantly taken up residence on the island of 
Rügen while she sorts out her finances. Luckily, 
she has Dr. Richard Freese, an old friend from 
her student days, to help her get settled profes-
sionally. But the pair has history – and Richard’s 
interest in Nora’s wellbeing is not entirely  
platonic. 

CAST: 
Tanja Wedhorn, Stephan Kampwirth,  
Morgane Ferru, Lukas Zumbrock,  
Dirk Borchardt, Benjamin Grüter,  
among others

15 x 90′

Up to 18.6 % market share 

From the producers of the 
 Netflix hit show Unorthodox

FICTION | FEEL GOOD
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Country: Germany
Language German
Year of Production: 2022 (3 episodes) 
Producer:  REAL FILM 
Broadcaster: ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/SimplyNora_Trailer_enUT.mp4


13 x 90′

FICTION | FEEL GOOD

Nurse Next 
Door

Vicky Röver leaves Berlin to visit her mother
back home in Monschau, and soon realises
that she’s there to stay. When she spontane-
ously accepts a job as a nurse with the local
doctor, her skills and empathy quickly win the
hearts of her new patients.

CAST: 
Jessica Ginkel, Simon Schwarz, Janek Rieke, 
Karolina Lodyga, Rebecca Immanuel,  
among others

From the producers of  
Ku’Damm 56–63 &  

Deutschland 83–89
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (2 episodes) 
Producer:  UFA Fiction
Broadcaster: ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/NurseNextDoor_Trailer_enUT.mp4


Say a  
Little Prayer

A successful advertising executive in thrall to 
the joys of capitalism accidentally knocks 
down a combative young nun while skyping in 
his car. Stranded in her convent, he learns a 
few home truths about life in general and his 
personal prejudices; meanwhile, the young 
woman starts to develop distinctly unsisterly 
feelings for him that make her question her 
vows. 

CAST: 
Kristin Suckow, David Rott, Christine Schorn, 
Sinje Irslinger, Anja Karmanski, among others

FICTION | FEEL GOOD

TV Movie 90′

Starring David Rott,  
Winner of Bambi Audience Award

Country: Germany
Language:  German 
Year of Production:  2022
Producer:  Polyphon
Broadcaster:  ARD



My Daughter, 
Crete and I 

Volker’s first trip abroad with his disaffected 
teenage daughter isn’t the idyllic break he’d 
hoped for. But Daphne soon cheers up when 
she meets Dimitri, and Volker has his eye on 
Barbara, a local yoga instructor. Things don’t 
go to plan, however, and Volker’s dream of a 
perfect Cretan vacation quickly descends into 
chaos.

CAST: 
Fabian Hinrichs, Clara Vogt, Erika Marozsan, 
Deborah Kaufmann, Dimitris Imellos,  
Patrycia Ziolkowska, Michalis Psalidas,  
among others

TV Movie 90′

Market share of 16.1 % 
FICTION | FEEL GOOD

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022
Producer:  EIKON Berlin
Broadcaster: ARD



FICTION | COMEDY

Hi There, 
Mother-in-Law

Model citizen and poster boy for assimilation 
Toni Freitag has it all: a successful plumbing 
business in the sleepy Bavarian town of  
Bergham, a mayorship that’s his for the taking, 
and a son-in-law, Osman, poised to take over 
the family business. But when his daughter, 
Franzi, turns up with her crafty mother-in-law, 
Farah, in tow, the erstwhile king of the hill’s 
perfect little world starts to crumble once 
again.

CAST: 
Adnan Maral, Victoria Mayer, Sür Eloglu,  
Aram Arami, Lena Meckel, Orhan Güner,  
Michael A. Grimm, among others

FICTION | COMEDY

So Long,
Son-in-Law

Toni Freitag has a family, a business of his own, 
and the respect of his neighbors in the Bavarian 
village of Bergham. But his past comes back to 
haunt him when his daughter, Franzi, turns up 
with a Turkish-German fiancé, Osman. Having 
turned his back on his own Turkish heritage, 
Toni is determined not to let his daughter’s 
marriage go ahead.

CAST: 
Adnan Maral, Aram Arami, Jule Ronstedt, 
Lena Meckel, Marco Bretscher-Coschignano, 
Michael A. Grimm, among others

TV Movie 90′ TV Movie 90′

Country: Germany
Language:  German
Year of Production:  2019
Producer:  YALLA Productions
Broadcaster:  ARD

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2021
Producer:  YALLA Productions
Broadcaster: ARD



FICTION | COMEDY

You Only Die 
Once

Clara Göss and Ulf Lundin have both lost their 
partners under tragic circumstances but can-
not have them legally declared dead. There are 
simply no bodies to be found. The two apparent 
widowers unite in mourning trying to find a 
way to make peace with their loss. That is, until 
a revealing photo shows up that indicates that 
their spouses might actually still be alive. 

CAST: 
Julia Koschitz, Heino Ferch, Roman Knižka,  
Sabine Waibel, Arnd Klawitter, Ursula Werner,  
Gerhard Garbers, Sesede Terziyan,  
among others

FICTION | COMEDY

A Cold Case

For Marko, life is a real pain in the back. The wid-
ower has spent the best part of the past three 
decades schlepping frozen foods to his clients’ 
doors. When Marko’s health forces him to take 
early retirement, his life goes off the rails.  
Discovering that a former client has died, he 
decides not to report it so he can claim her  
pension. All because he wants to give his stu-
dent son a better chance in life. Unfortunately 
for Marko, he has a nosy neighbor to deal with, 
and his own son is starting to smell a rat. It looks 
like Marko’s house of cards is about to collapse. 

CAST: 
Axel Prahl, Merlin Rose, Inge Maux, 
Christine Schorn, Roland Kaiser, 
Jan Henrik Stahlberg, among others

TV Movie 90′ TV Movie 90′

Country: Germany
Language:  German
Year of Production:  2020
Producer:  Riva Filmproduktion
Broadcaster:  ARD

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2020
Producer:  Letterbox  

Filmproduktion
Broadcaster: ARD



Red Roses

These tales of incredible love affairs and amaz-
ing careers are packed with deceit, nobility, 
family dysfunction and romantic encounters, 
and are a big hit with viewers of all ages.

CAST: 
Maria Fuchs, Hermann Toelcke, Jelena 
Mitschke, Michael Meziani, Brigitte Antonius, 
among others

17 Seasons x 200 x 50′
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 Catch-up of 340.000 
views per episode FICTION | FEEL GOOD

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 season) 
Producer:  Studio Hamburg  
 Serienwerft
Broadcaster:  ARD

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/RedRoses_enTrailer.mp4


The  
Peppercorns

The Peppercorns is the longest running live- 
action children‘s series on German TV, with  
18 seasons to date. The series follows the lives of 
a group of teenage friends who fight crime and 
injustice from their headquarters in a Hamburg 
warehouse. The characters face challenges as 
they investigate various cases, while navigating 
the highs and lows of friendships, first romances, 
and societal pressures.

CAST: 
Casper Fischer-Ortmann, Leander Pütz,  
Charlotte Martz, Elyza Silber, Luna Winter,  
Kleon Lorenz, Cihan Cicek, Sheldon Nguyen, 
among others

18 Seasons x 13 x 27′

CHILDREN | LIVE ACTION
Nominated for an international  
Emmy® Award in 2019
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022 (1 season) 
Producer:  Letterbox  

Filmproduktion
Broadcaster: KiKA

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/ThePeppercorns_Trailer_enUT.mp4


Based on the bestselling  
children’s booksCHILDREN | LIVE ACTION

My Life as Lotta
Bingo Flamingo

11-year-old Lotta’s family can be hard work at 
times. Luckily, she can always count on her 
best friend, Cheyenne. But their friendship is 
tested to the limit when their classmate Be-
renike fails to invite the pair to her party. The 
two girls are prepared to use every trick in the 
book to wangle an invitation. 

CAST: 
Meggy Hussong, Yola Streese, Levi Kazmaier,  
Oliver Mommsen, Laura Tonke, among others

Feature Film 88′

CHILDREN | LIVE ACTION

My Life as Lotta
Okey Dokey Alpaca

A missing girl and a classmate’s unwelcome 
advances are overshadowing Lotta’s school 
trip to Amrum. If Lotta and her gang are to 
stand any chance of finding the girl, they are 
going to have to team up with their worst ene-
mies. 

CAST: 
Meggy Hussong, Yola Streese, Levi Kazmaier,  
Timothy Scannell, Oliver Mommsen,  
Laura Tonke, among others

Feature Film 95′

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2019
Producer:  Lieblingsfilm,  

dagstarfilm
Broadcaster: KiKA/ZDF

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022
Producer:  dagstarfilm, Senator, 

Lieblingsfilm
Broadcaster: KiKA/ZDF

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/MeinLottaLeben1_Trailer_enUT.mp4


CHILDREN | ANIMATION

Bella in 
the Belly

Bella in the Belly tells the story of 5-year-old 
Benny and his little sister Bella – so little, in 
fact, that she’s yet to be born. A very special 
relationship forms between the two siblings. 
Despite being separated, they can communi-
cate. Sounds and voices filter through to Bella 
in the womb. Using her imagination, she 
brings them to life and creates objects she can 
play and interact with. Meanwhile, Benny visu-
alizes Bella inside his mother. But Benny 
doesn’t just use his imagination to solely play. 
It also comes in useful when there’s a problem 
to be solved. The siblings overcome each chal-
lenge by thinking out of the box – and out of 
the belly.

26 x 6′

Country: Poland, China,  
 Germany 
Language: English
Year of Production: 2021
Producer:  Animoon, Animex, 

Traumhaus Studios

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/BellaInTheBelly_enTrailer.mp4


FACTUAL | WILDLIFE & NATURE

SOS: Save Our 
Species

This visually arresting two-part documentary 
looks at the everyday lives of conservationists 
across the globe. Grant Burden protects the 
elephants and black rhinos of the Serengeti. 
Liu Yidan hunts down illegal bird trappers and 
traders. In Norway, Fredrik Myhre is combating 
overfishing. All of them are motivated by a 
shared passion: to save our planet – often at 
great personal risk. Footage of burning forests 
and heavily armed personnel looks like it was 
shot in a war zone, while other images reveal 
swathes of as-yet unspoiled nature whose 
pristine beauty takes our breath away.

2 x 52′

A
va

ila
ble in

Country: Germany
Language: English
Year of Production: 2022
Script/Director:  Jörn Röver
Production:  NDR Naturfilm/ 
  Doclights, Atara Film, 

Biodiversity Fdn 
Broadcaster:  NDR

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/SaveOurSpecies_enTrailer_FINAL.mp4


FACTUAL | WILDLIFE & NATURE

Magical Forests 
and Moorland

Germany ś Schorfheide is sparsely populated 
and little known. And yet, it offers a number of 
superlatives. It is home to Germany’s largest  
cohesive woodland, and is protected by the 
UNESCO. White-tailed eagles, ospreys, cranes 
and black storks thrive here, as do wolves. The 
nature reserve comprises a mosaic of marshes 
and more than 200 lakes, as well as the  
country’s largest continuous area dedicated to 
organic agriculture. 

1 x 52′

A
va

ila
ble in

FACTUAL | WILDLIFE & NATURE

Shallow 
Waters  
Where Nature Returns

Lake Steinhude and its moors, fens and wet-
lands are a paradise for tourists and wildlife 
alike – popular with sailors and swimmers, and 
a sanctuary for rare animals. This Northern 
German lake is one of the country’s greatest 
conservation success stories. Biologists have 
spent decades restoring a variety of habitats, 
and reintroducing species that had long been 
lost to the region.

1 x 52′

A
va

ila
ble in

Country: Germany
Language: English
Year of Production: 2021
Script: Almut Hauschild
Director: Christoph Hauschild
Production:  Doclights/ 
 NDR Naturfilm  
Broadcaster:  NDR

Country: Germany
Language: English
Year of Production: 2022
Script & Director:  Svenja & Ralph  

Schieke
Production:  Doclights/ 
 NDR Naturfilm
Broadcaster:  NDR



FACTUAL | WILDLIFE & NATURE

Life at the 
Coast 

The Bay of Lübeck tends to be associated with 
sun, sandy beaches and a fresh breeze. Ger-
many’s third largest Baltic Sea bay is rich in 
unique dune landscapes, rugged cliffs and 
bustling seaside resorts. But few people know 
that it is also home to some truly remarkable 
creatures, such as the otter, the Arctic tern, the 
wart-biter and the now endangered lapwing. 
The filmmakers travelled the length of the pic-
turesque coast, from Fehmarn to Travemünde, 
to explore unspoiled landscapes, natural oases 
and an astonishing array of animal life. 

1 x 52′

A
va

ila
ble in Secret Water 

Wilderness

Between Berlin and the Baltic Sea lies one of 
Germany’s most biodiverse regions: a labyrinth 
of lakes, forests, hills and valleys, many of them 
still underexplored. The area is home to large 
birds of prey: the white-tailed eagle and its 
much rarer cousin, the lesser spotted eagle, 
and the osprey. The crystal clear waters of the 
region’s lakes are teeming with life: pike stalk 
their prey, ‘corals of the north’ flourish, otters 
hunt for food, and European pond turtles build 
their nests on the shore. Northern Germany’s 
secret wilderness is a prime example of suc-
cessful conservation.

FACTUAL | WILDLIFE & NATURE

1 x 52′

A
va

ila
ble in

Country: Germany
Language: English
Year of Production: 2022
Script/Director: Klaus Weißmann  
 and Wilma Kock
Production:  Doclights/ 
 NDR Naturfilm 
Broadcaster:  NDR

Country: Germany
Language: English
Year of Production: 2022
Script/Director:  Christoph and  

Almut Hauschild
Production:   Doclights/ 
 NDR Naturfilm 
Broadcaster:  NDR



FACTUAL | WILDLIFE & NATURE

Wild America 
150 Years of National  
Parks in the U.S. 

150 years ago Yellowstone became the first na-
tional park to receive protected status. For this 
occasion a spectacular one-off episode was 
created showcasing the best scenes and most 
moving moments from the eight-part series. 
The original series, co-produced on a multi- 
million budget with National Geographic, took 
more than a thousand days to film, and is one 
of ARD’s most ambitious and visually stunning 
wildlife documentaries to date. It takes us from 
the Arctic to the Everglades, visiting America’s 
best-known national parks.

1 x 52′

A
va

ila
ble in

FACTUAL | WILDLIFE & NATURE

Ice Age Europe 
The Gift of the Glaciers

The ice sheet that shifted from Scandinavia to 
Central Europe was massive. Measuring sever-
al thousand metres in diameter, it pushed rub-
ble and debris across the continent to form 
Denmark and Northern Germany. Meltwater 
created a huge lake that broke through a chalk 
ridge connecting Calais to Dover, and separat-
ed France from Great Britain. France’s Channel 
coast emerged; Germany’s federal state rose 
from the ground. Europe truly is the gift of the 
glaciers.

1 x 52′

Country: Germany
Language: English
Year of Production: 2022
Script/Director: Heiko De Groot
Production:  Doclights/ 
 NDR Naturfilm 
Broadcaster:  NDR

Country: Germany
Language: English
Year of Production: 2022
Script/Director: Various
Production:  Doclights/ 
 NDR Naturfilm
Broadcaster:  NDR
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FACTUAL | TRAVEL & ADVENTURE

mareTV 

Our oceans are the source of all life on our pla-
net, and an enduring symbol of hope and year-
ning. They cover more than 70% of the Earth’s 
surface, but have been explored less than the 
moon. mareTV examines how we have harnes-
sed our seas’ potential – as a human habitat, a 
field of scientific research, a workplace, and a 
place of leisure. Join a crew of Spanish fisherfolk 
harvesting shellfish and feel the force of the  
waves as they crash against the rocky coastline. 
Come along and watch the annual ice golf 
championship off the shores of Greenland. And 
hold your breath while Hawaii’s best pilot takes 
his plane down to skim the breakers.

45′ each

More than  
100 episodes available FACTUAL | TRAVEL & ADVENTURE

People – Places 
– Adventures

People – Places – Adventures whisks viewers off 
to explore other worlds, enchanting them en 
route with insights into fascinating countries, in-
credible people, and thrilling adventures. Howe-
ver foreign other cultures might seem at first 
glance, we soon encounter locals who immerse 
us in their homelands and traditions. Our teams 
travel by train from Berlin to Odessa, hunt  
snakes with Indian yogis, and report back from 
Rio de Janeiro on the splendor unfolding in the 
shadow of Sugarloaf Mountain. This series not 
only sheds new light on unique regions and 
landscapes. It also introduces us to resilient and 
resourceful people who have found new & inspi-
ring ways to live their lives.

45′ each
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Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 20 new episodes 
 each year
Producer: Various
Broadcaster:  NDR

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 5 new episodes  
 per year
Producer: Various
Broadcaster:  NDR

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/mareTV_enTrailer (1).mp4


FACTUAL | SCIENCE

42 
The Answer to  
(Almost) Everything

What if the world as we know it is not what it 
seems? Prepared to be amazed and enter-
tained by the new documentary series with its 
lively imagery, and smart, unconventional take 
on the world. Each episode tackles a different 
theme in the quest for answers – to life, the 
universe, and everything else.

10 x 26′
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FACTUAL | SCIENCE

1 x 52′

Winds of 
Change
How Climate Change 
Makes Storms Worse

Wind regulates the movement of areas of high 
and low pressure between the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres. But climate change is 
transforming wind systems across the globe – 
with fatal consequences. Any fluctuation in 
our wind systems increases the likelihood of 
extreme weather events such as droughts and 
flooding. Meteorologists have been analyzing 
the reasons behind these changes and they 
have already made some alarming discoveries.

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2021
Producer:  mobyDOK  

medienproduktion
Broadcaster:  NDR/BR/HR/ARTE

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2021
Script/Director: Thorsten Mehltretter
Production:   Mehltretter Media
Broadcaster:  NDR, ARTE 



Stolen:  
The GDR’s  
Lost Babies

Did the GDR really fake the deaths of newborn
babies and then put them up for adoption?
This RTL+ four-parter explores this monstrous
claim by interviewing mothers and adoptees
desperate to find out the truth.

4 x 45′

FACTUAL | TRUE CRIME

International Sales

Kerstin Grünwald 
Director 
Austria, Switzerland and Italy

T +49 (0)89 3303548-72
kerstin.gruenwald@onegate.de
 

Pascale Begelinger
Sales Manager
BeNeLux, France and Francophone, Scandinavia

T +49 (0)40 6688-5148
pascale.begelinger@onegate.de

Silke König
Sales Manager
Spain, Portugal and LatAm

T +49 (0)170 7963731
silke.koenig.extern@onegate.de

Lisa Ritschel
Sales Manager
Anglophone and Eastern Europe 

T +49 (0)89 3303548-74
lisa.ritschel@onegate.de
 

Olga Kazakova
Junior Sales Manager 
VOD and Asia

T +49 (0)40 6688-5182
olga.kazakova@onegate.de

Wiebke Farwig
Coordinator

T +49 (0)40 6688-5180
wiebke.farwig@onegate.de

Country: Germany
Language: German
Year of Production: 2022
Producer: RTL
Partner:  RTL+

https://www.onegate.de/salestrailer/Entrissen_enTrailer.mp4


Our nature 
documentaries.
Emotional.
Authentic.
Unique.

I am Ezra. 
And this is 
my story.




